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Response to Concerns Raised over NPL Test Slides Raised: Saturday 6th December 2014 

 
Concerns: 
 
I have a bit of an enquiry for you that you may also wish to circulate to members of the NORAC group 
with regard to HSE test slides. I am currently on my third batch of slides received from my supplier (no 
surprise - JS Holdings). I have so far returned 12 slides to them in total, as when I have checked them 
prior to issue with testing equipment, I have found them to perform inadequately. All have come with 
the green coloured calibration certificates from HSL stating that Band 5 and partial Band 6 are visible. 
I can only see Band 4 as I would expect to see Band 5, none of Band 5, and you can forget about being 
able to see any of Band 6. This has been the case on all 12 slides returned. I have questioned whether 
the slides received are Mark II or Mark III, as discussed within HSG 248, as my findings reflect what I 
should find with those described as a Mark III slide which is issued with a red certificate. I have been 
assured this is not the case. What doesn’t help this is that there does not seem to be any consistency 
with the calibration certificates issued by HSL. After looking through historical calibration certificates I 
seem to have a mixture of some stating slides as being Mark II and some stating Mark III. 
 
I have sent e-mails to HSL and included ULO Optics (manufacturer), and only received a defensive reply 
from HSL accepting no blame even though they have provided the calibration. I was told to chase this 
with my supplier (JS Holdings), who receive the calibrated slides from ULO Optics, put them into a JS 
Holdings labelled plastic case and sell them on. Not exactly a process that strikes me as capable of 
having an impact upon the suitability of a test slide. 
 
I have tried these Test slides on a number of our Phase Contrast Microscopes (including Motic, Meiji 
Techno and Nikon) and the findings are the same on all of them. I have asked colleagues, including my 
Technical Manager and Quality Manager, as well as some of our analytical staff, to assess them in 
case it was my ageing and faltering eye sight, and again findings were the same. I have even assessed 
some of our current test slides on the same microscopes and on those the expected test bands are 
visible. I also took the liberty of asking our external microscope servicing engineer who happened to 
be at our head office during the time we had the first batch of test slides, to have a look at them. He 
also stated that they were not right. 
 
What is interesting is that aside from ourselves and one small local laboratory that is run by a friend of 
mine, according to JS Holdings and HSL, we are the only laboratories to have reported such an issue. 
Interesting… 

 
Feedback: 
 
The concern was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for both northern and 
southern Norac groups. Details have been collated from those who responded. 
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come 
from a different laboratory. 
 
 

1. Interesting one and a bit worrying regards the attitude from the HSL!    
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The only one we have purchased recently was a MK III, with the green cert supplied and I could 
see band 5 and part of 6 on this (I used a Meiji and checked it myself).  The rest of our slides are 
ones we’ve had sometime and have not had any issues with them. 
  

2. No we haven’t had any new NPL slides for a while. 
 

3. We had a similar problem a few years ago (I’d say at least 3-4 years ago) but resolved it with our 
suppliers. Our problem was we could see too many bands. We spoke with NPL and they had a 
problem with their master so all was resolved to our satisfaction. Anyway we don’t get ours 
from the supplier listed below. I also don’t think we involved HSL as the supplier resolved it 
themselves. 
 

4. I am that small local laboratory referred to in the email. Additionally, I have also experienced an 
issue returning an old test slide (without calibration certificate) which I sourced from a local lab 
closure which is still fit for purpose with band 5 clearly visible. I contacted JS to arrange to send 
it for retesting through them as they are our approved supplier and received this email. 
 
Hi James 
 
I have just heard from ULO that they no longer offer a re-calibration service, I have copied their 
e-mail below. 
 
Best regards 
Andy 
 
Unfortunately we are no longer offering a retesting service. We found that recently too many 
slides were failing the retesting. Obviously we have to pay HSL for the testing and still charge 
the customer regardless of if the slide passes or fails.  This meant a number of customers were 
effectively getting nothing for their money.  Many customers incorrectly assumed that we 
would somehow refurbish the slide before testing but this is impossible.  We recently decided 
to stop offering a retesting service as it had become something of a gamble for the customer. 
 
I contacted ULO direct via email to complain and JS contacted me the next morning to inform 
me that they had changed their stance and to arrange to send it them for retesting! 
 
I sent it off a couple of weeks ago now and await the return of the retest slide alongside the 
return of the recently manufactured one which was rejected by us. I’ll keep you posted as this 
progresses’. 
 

5. We haven’t purchased any NPL slides for years, so I can’t comment.  Perhaps no one else has 
bought any recently either and that might be there have been no other complaints.  None of our 
current analysts have every used a new NPL slide, as they never seem to need replacing unless 
they get lost.   
 
We do have problems with our microscopes in very cold weather, as we find our optics need to 
be warm enough for us to see Band 5, but that clearly isn’t the problem in the case described. 
 

6. I know not of this problem though I’m not surprised either coming from JS Holdings. I try to 
avoid using JS Holdings wherever possible as their prices are massively inflated and I have had 
issues with quality of their goods before (though not test slides I may add). The only thing I tend 
to still buy from them is Acetone Vaporisers as I still can’t find an alternative supplier of 
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these. And also Millipore filters as the alternative supplier I started using didn’t last very long 
due to quality issues (Sartorious).   
 
Ref Test Slides - I sourced a company called PTR Optics for test slides and stage 
micrometers.  He’s a one man company, a guy called Alex Barton.    
 

PTR Optics  alex barton  07805 999957 HSE Test Slide  

   
Stage micrometer S12 

 
 

Summary: 
 
It would appear that at present that this is not a wide spread issue but’s probably more because 
NPL test slides aren’t regularly purchased. 
 
The HSL response is quite concerning as this puts a question over the validity of the calibration 
certificate which surely you would expect those undertaken the calibration to want to help 
resolve? 
 
This feedback will be updated as and when (or if) any further information is received. 
 
 
 
Colette Willoughby 
14th December 2014 
 


